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Writing a scientific paper
Session 1
The writing process
Introduction & Discussion

Learning Objectives
• More self-confidence, fun, and focus in your writing
• Tips & tricks for more production
• Powerful insights in structure, cohesion and flow
• Learn the conventions in science writing
• Learn from feedback
• Build a platform to share issues, solutions, and feedback
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THE WRITING PROCESS
LECTURE
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Writing = putting words on paper ...??

THE CURE

SPLIT THE THINKING
AND THE WRITING
OK, BUT HOW?
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Substeps in writing
find main message(s)
select relevant content
identify the steps in the story: the ‘moves’
articulate reader’s questions
talk about your text to find missing points
consider different storylines
Identify main message for each paragraph
create a detailed outline
write first draft – revise, revise, revise, revise...

make key sentences stand out
connect paragraphs
achieve cohesion and flow
edit for brevity, clarity, preciseness
check grammar, spelling, punctuation

Stages of the writing process
Plan
Select
Organize
Write
Edit
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Small steps support you in
• spending small blocks of time
• doing one thing at a time
So you will
• get results every day
• be more in control
• gain confidence

Simon Peyton Jones, Cambridge
‘How to write a great research paper’
(You Tube)

The first of SEVEN SIMPLE SUGGESTIONS
1. Write early:
writing = researching
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THE WRITING PROCESS
LECTURE

2
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Think first, then write!
Or / And / So / But…..
Write early!

The writing process according to Jones
WRITE
Analyze: discuss, select
and organize
Rewrite
Edit
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So, what may help?
ü Identify your first or next tiny step: and GO
ü Try out Free Writing
ü Writer’s block: content or form?
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WORKING WITH
QUESTIONS
LECTURE 3
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Reader’s Questions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the plan exactly?
Who came up with it?
Where is this?
Did they already start?
Is it a good idea?
Why yes, why no?
……?
……?

The act of reading

Reading = searching for answers
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The act of reading

Writing = answering questions

Reading a scientific paper

?

Note the questions a paper should answer
from the perspective of the reader
Introduction:
Methods:
Results:
Discussion:

?
?
?
?
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Reading a scientific paper

?
Introduction:
Methods:
Results:
Discussion:

What is the paper about?
What did we do?
What did we find?
What does it all mean?

More specific questions?

Introduction:
Methods:
Results:
Discussion:

….? ….? ….?
….? ….? ….?
….? ….? ….?
….? ….? ….?
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Introduction: What is the paper about?
What is the subject of this study? Why is it important? What is the problem or reason
for this particular study? What do we already know? What do we not know yet? So:
what is the major question of this study?
Materials and methods: What did we do?
What was tested or investigated? And how did we do it? Under what conditions?
What were the circumstances? Why did we do it this way?
Results: What did we find?
What are the results? What picture emerges from the data?
Discussion: What does it all mean?
What are the major findings? How can they be explained? How should they be
interpreted? How do the findings meet or not meet our expectations? What can we
derive from them? How do the results compare to what we already know? What are
possible criticisms? What are the strengths and weaknesses of this study? So, what
can be concluded? And how should we carry on? What is the answer to the major
question? What does the answer implicate?

More specific questions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the result of the first test?
Why is this a suprising result?
What explanations are there?
Did others find this as well?
If not, what did they find?
How can I explain differences or similarities?
How clear is this all?
What must be done to know more?
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STORY LINE
OF INTRODUCTION
AND DISCUSSION
LECTURE 4

INTRODUCTION
TOPIC

QUESTIONS

TOPIC OF RESEARCH

What is the topic?
What is the problem?

PROBLEM / GAP

Why important?
What do we know/what not? Gap of knowledge?
What research question?

YOUR RESEARCH QUESTION
Design or methodology? How to find the answer?
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DISCUSSION

TOPIC

QUESTION

Bottom line main result(s) message
implication

What is an important finding? How do the data support the
finding? Or: what is our claim?

Comparison with earlier studies,
what is different, what is new?

How does this finding relate to what we already know? Is it
affirmative? How? Or how not? And what does that mean?

Explanation, interpretation

How can we explain this finding? (If – partly – unexpected)
What is solved, what is still unclear?

Weakness/strengths design/methods What are limitations / strengths of the study, and how do
statistical power
they support or weaken our claim?
Clinical interpretation and medical
relevance

What are implications? What can we derive from this
finding? Who benefits?

Conclusion with implication,
suggestions

What is the general conclusion? How can we go on from
here? Suggestions for further research.

Questions and Moves in your Story
Line
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• http://www.phrasebank.manchester.ac.uk/ :
Manchester Prasebank
• http://sana.aalto.fi/awe/style/reporting/secti
ons/intros/cars/cars2-1b.html : website of
John Swales
• PDF Useful Phrases Wallwork (in NEWS)

FAQs
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1. Does every block of the
question tool represent a
separate paragraph in my text?
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2. Can I answer more questions in one
paragraph, or should I always only answer
one question?

3. What literature should I describe in the
‘What we already know’ part of the
introduction, and what literature should I
address in the discussion?
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READING TIPS
1. Before you start reading an article, formulate
READING QUESTIONS. -> why am I reading
this? what are my questions? what am I
looking for? -> set an alarm for 5 minutes
2. Set up a table or document to immediately
categorize what you have found. -> topic /
question / source / section of article
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